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Johnston Research Group

• We are a condensed matter 
theory group at the University of 
Tennessee.  
!
• Focus on understanding why 
material X has property Y, (and how 
can manipulate it to do thing Z). 
!
• Use a range of techniques, most 
of which are computational to 
understand experiments performed 
on novel quantum materials.



A (very) brief history of physics
From 1900 to ~ 1930’s there is a rapid development of theories of relativity 
and quantum mechanics. 

Major success: developed a good 
understanding of the atoms: Collection of -ve 
charged electrons “orbiting” a +ve charge 
nucleus.  

* Solvay Conference 1927 
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Flow of ideas



Understanding a material is about understanding 
the behavior of its electrons 

Picture source:http://people.seas.harvard.edu/~jones/es154/lectures/
lecture_2/covalent_bond/bond_class.jpg



Types of Matter

Solid Liquid Gas

Image curtsy of the University of Waikato,  
www.scliencelearn.org.nz



Understanding a material is about understanding 
the behavior of its electrons 



Interacting bodies

Opposites charges attract. Like charges repel. 

~F = k
q1q2
r2

r̂Electrostatic force between charges:



This is an inherently a problem of many-particles

We have to deal with 1023 electrons AND 1023 ions. (And we have to do it  
with quantum mechanics!)
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The Theory of Everything…



How many particles are too many?

Two Body  
Problem:

Solutions are orbits:



How many particles are too many?

Three Body  
Problem:

Exact solutions are not known!

M3

moon
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Source: “Purity” by XKCD, https://xkcd.com/435/

A reductionist view point is never going to work!



… Emergence is a 
phenomenon whereby larger 
entities arise through 
interactions among smaller or 
simpler entities such that the 
larger entities exhibit 
properties the smaller/simpler 
entities do not exhibit.

Emergence
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia



Example: The ideal gas law

PV = nRT

Pressure

Volume

# of moles Temperature

Gas constant 
8.3145 J/mol•K

Source: http://media.web.britannica.com/

molecules

adjustable  
volume



Example: Rigidity of Solids

Collections of atoms arranged 
into solids resist deformation. 
!
But not all collections  
of atoms do this…



Example: Rigidity of Solids

Solid Liquid Gas

Image curtsy ofT he University of Waikato,  
www.scliencelearn.org.nz



Example: Superconductivity

Electrons flowing through a wire encounters resistance.

some  
random 

atom

-

-



Temperature T (K)
0 50 100 150

0.2

0.4

*www.copper.org

Copper metal

Resistivity vs. Temperature



Example: Superconductivity
Kamerlingh Onnes (1911) liquified He and used it to cool 

mercury to very low temperatures… 
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This phenomena due to a many-body effect involving the 
electrons and the atoms of the crystal.
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This phenomena due to a many-body effect involving the 
electrons and the atoms of the crystal.
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Normal Metal:!
individual e- can be 

scattered… e-
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Superconductor:!
e- are bound together  

and can’t be individually 
scattered…
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The Meissner Effect & Magnetic Levitation



Condensed matter physics in 
it’s broadest terms is the study of 

the emergent properties of 
matter!

*Science magazine 1972



Why do we do condensed matter physics?

Condensed Matter is useful, and all around us… 
!



Why do we do condensed matter physics?

“I think I can safely say that nobody understands 
quantum mechanics.” ~ Richard Feynman!

superconductors imaging the wave nature of  
electrons

Because quantum mechanics is weird, and CM lets us 
study it 

!



Why do we do condensed matter physics?

Because you can study fundamental physics here. 
!

Anderson

Higgs

Particles acquire mass via the 
“Higgs” mechanism. 

Photons acquire mass in 
superconductors via the same 
“Anderson-Higgs” mechanism, 
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Properties of a free electrons

Consider a single electron that is  
not interacting with anything….

e�
~v

Total energy is just it’s kinetic energy

E =
1

2
m~v2 =

~p2

2m

~p = m~vmomentum              

Energy



Electrons are Fermions. They will go into the lowest energy states that 
are available to them.

(electron orbits)

n=1

n=2

n=3



Electrons are Fermions. They will go into the lowest energy states that 
are available to them.

(electron orbits)

n=1

n=2

n=3

Sodium  
(Na, Z = 11)
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Properties of a free electrons

Consider a single electron that is  
not interacting with anything….

e�
~v

Total energy is just it’s kinetic energy
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add  
1023 e-



But electrons are not free…

Opposites charges attract. 

These forces will influence the energy of the electron!

Like charges repel. 

~F = k
q1q2
r2

r̂Electrostatic force between charges:



✏(k) =
~2k2
2m

//a 2//a //a 2//a
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Free electrons - plane waves

Electrons in a periodic potential

 =
1p
V
e�ik·r

Electrons interacting with the atoms



How can we measure the electron’s dispersion?



~! = Ekin + �0

Conservation of energy:
Ephoton =  Ee-  +  Ebinding

The photoelectric effect



Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy

* Image courtesy of Dr. B. Moritz, SLAC



*A. Tamai et al., PRB 87, 075113 (2013).

Electrons at the surface of Copper metal

~p = m~vmomentum              

add  
1023 e-

Energy



Fingerprints of Electron-Lattice Interactions



Photoemission in a high-Tc superconductor
Theory

Data 	
(Opt. Doped Bi-2212)

*Cuk et al., PRL 93, 117003 (2004); Devereaux et al., PRL 93, 117004 (2004).
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*N. C. Plumb et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 037002 (2016).

Solid lines: computer 
calculations.

Color image: ARPES data.

Electrons in Barium Bismuthate BaBiO3
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* http://www.microscopy.ethz.ch/bragg.htm

Elastic X-ray diffraction experiments

2d sin(✓) = n�Bragg’s Law:

d = distance between atoms 
λ = wavelength of the scattered light 

n = an integer



http://www.scienceiscool.org/solids/intro.html



FeSe/SrTiO3 FeSe/BaTiO3 

FeSe/SrTiO3 FeSe/BaTiO3
FeSe/(2x1)SrTiO3!

with oxygen vacancies

* Y. Wang et al., PRB 93, 134513 (2016).

Computed Structure of Superconductor Films



Structure of DNA
Watson & Crick

Watson & Crick  
Nature 171, 737 (1953).



Inelastic X-ray Scattering: Photon-in, Photon-out



x
y

z

RIXS study of Sr2CuO3: Quantum mechanics in 1D
Sr2CuO3

1 e- confined  
to each Cu atom, forming a  

one-dimensional chain



Electrons are fundamental particles

 electrical charge (-e)  spin (S = 1/2)

A moving electron  
carries both…

- -
~F~F



Electron spins are like little magnets



Electron spins are like little magnets

S

S N

N

magnets held  
close together will align

electrons held  
close together also align

E ⇠ JS1S2 cos(✓)

~S1

~S2

✓



Ferro and antiferromagnetism

E ⇠ JS1S2 cos(✓)

J < 0

J > 0



In 1D solids, the electron can “fractionalize”
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In 1D solids, the electron can “fractionalize”



x
y

z

RIXS study of Sr2CuO3: Quantum mechanics in 1D
Sr2CuO3

1 e- confined  
to each Cu atom, forming a  

one-dimensional chain



Inelastic X-ray Scattering: Photon-in, Photon-out



x
y

z

Direct observation of the Spinons in RIXS
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* http://www.microscopy.ethz.ch/bragg.htm

Elastic X-ray diffraction experiments
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Accelerators for Photon Science

Synchrotron



Accelerators for Photon Science

Linear Accelerator @ SLAC

Synchrotron @ The Swiss Light  
Source



Accelerators for Photon Science



Large scale supercomputing facilities

Titan!
(ORNL)

Blue Gene!
(Argonne National 

Lab)



Large scale supercomputing facilities

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supercomputer#/media/File:Top20supercomputers.png





Thank you


